November 2017
TD Wealth Opening Bonspiel
Another year, another successful Opening Bonspiel thanks, in large part, to the
sponsorship provided by Jo Ann Parisien from TD Wealth Financial Planning and the work
of her organizing committee. Great snacks during the week, a delicious spaghetti dinner
and entertainment on Friday night and a tasty chicken souvlaki meal Saturday made it a
most enjoyable week for all the curlers.
On the ice, a perfect blend of socializing and competition made for a lot of good games.
Congratulations to the A Division winning team of skip Angus McLeod, vice Cindy
Charlebois, second Jace Patkai and lead Christine Piche; the B Division winning team of
skip Jen Baker, vice, Denis Piche, second Randy Leclair and lead Margie Lockhart; the C
Division winning team of skip Wayne Summers, vice Sheila Cadieux, second Mike Marleau
and lead Joanne Marion; and the D Division winning team of skip Joanne MacIntosh, vice
John Rattray, second Francine Vaillancourt and lead Josh Morgan.

Congratulations Team Harvey
Our club was represented by Team Harvey
at
this
year’s
Traveller’s
provincial
championship. To qualify, Team Harvey
made it through Traveller’s Zone 1 and 2
qualifiers in Gananoque and then reached
the championship game in Niagara Falls.
This is a great achievement, congratulations
to skip Jen Harvey, vice Lise Lalonde,
second Stephanie Barbeau and lead Kelly
McLeod (pictured at left).

LAST ON THE ICE – TURN OFF THE LIGHTS
LAST ONE IN THE CLUB – TURN OFF THE LIGHTS

New Members

2017 Learn to Curl Class

We are very pleased to welcome the
following new members to our club:
New Curlers
Cameron Bennett
Brenda Bergeron
Kevin Cooper
Angelo Giovanello
Sylvain Girard
Dennis Henderson
Andrew Henderson
Terry Kuhn
Sophie Lauzon
Brian Long
Russell Macdonald
Bill McGimpsey
Leo Michaud
Janet Miele
Sylvain Montpetit
Joshua Morgan
Justin Poirier
Brad Robertson
New Members
Karl Armstrong
Darin Bougie
Robert Bunten

Our club’s Learn to Curl has become
quite the success story. The 2016 class
was 18 strong with 12 graduates joining
the club full-time. This year’s class has 30
players, the maximum that the program
can handle. The group is very eager to
learn and, with an army of volunteer
curling instructors, is progressing very
well. Some of the players are already
curling full time and many are looking
forward to joining after Christmas. This is
great news for the club. Program
Coordinator Lynn Macdonell is “very
excited about the program’s popularity
and the skill set it provides to the
participants.”

Nicholas Guindon

Bubbah’s Corner

Nathaniel James

Bubbah is asking that everyone be aware
that rocks striking the hacks can damage
the ice and the hold of the hack. Curlers
should be making sure to stop thrown or
hit rocks from hitting the hacks. Also, it is
everyone’s responsibility to keep the ice
clean; check your shoes, broom and
gripper for dirt. This will help avoid those
nasty picks that we all hate.

Natalya Konyushenko
Marc Lebrun
Ruth Ellen MacGillis
Melissa Marleau
Don McFaul
Kurtis Winkenweder

